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QUESTION 1

When a European wanted to dance in the moon the American said he will try reaching further planets. 

A. When a European wanted to dance in the moon the American said 

B. When the European wanted to dance in the moon the American said 

C. When the European wanted to dance in the moon American said 

D. When a European wanted to dance in the moon an American said 

E. When the European wanted to dance in the moon an American said 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Allaying anger, controlling irritation and combating explosive behavior are imperative, at the work place especially. 

A. at the work place especially 

B. at the especially work place 

C. especially at the work place 

D. at especially the work place 

E. at the work especially place 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Keep the employees happy at work and bringing in an atmosphere of fun into the work environment calls for innovative
ideas that appeal to all in the organization. 

A. Keep the employees happy at work and bringing in an atmosphere of fun into 

B. To keep the employees happy at work and bringing in an atmosphere of fun into 

C. Keeps the employees happy at work and bringing in an atmosphere of fun into 

D. Keeping the employees happy at work and bringing in an atmosphere of fun into 

E. Kept the employees happy at work and bringing in an atmosphere of fun into 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

The Chena hot spring is almost 90 km from Fairbanks. They were discovered a century ago by miners who used the
water to soothe their aches and pains. 

A. the Chena hot spring is almost 90 km from Fairbanks 

B. the Chena hot springing is almost 90 km from Fairbanks 

C. the Chena hot springing is almost 90 km from Fairbanks 

D. the Chena hot springs are almost 90 km from Fairbanks 

E. the Chena hot springes are almost 90 km from Fairbanks 

Correct Answer: D 

This sentence has an error by using a plural verb for a singular noun. The options show that the error is 

not in the verb (are) but subject (noun - The Chena hot spring) that should be in the form of the plural. 

Option "the Chena hot spring is almost 90 km from Fairbanks" uses a singular noun to a plural verb. 

Option "the Chena hot springing is almost 90 km from Fairbanks" uses a gerund (springing) that is 

inappropriate. 

Options "the Chena hot springing is almost 90 km from Fairbanks" and "the Chena hot springes are almost 

90 km from Fairbanks" use forms (springing/ springes) that never exist. 

Option "the Chena hot springs are almost 90 km from Fairbanks" uses a plural form of the noun (springs) 

that is correct. 

 

QUESTION 5

"The draft in the downstairs hallway was due to a faulty duct system in the old house." 

Which of the definitions would be correct for the word draft in this sentence? 

A. a written order or composition 

B. a current of air 

C. a measure of liquid 

D. a sum of money withdrawn from a bank or fund 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6
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The teacher and students has been appreciated for their team work. 

A. The teacher and students has been appreciated for their team work 

B. The teacher and students have been appreciated for their team work 

C. The teacher and students to have been appreciated for their team work 

D. The teacher and students to have been appreciate for their team work 

E. The teacher and students are been appreciated for their team work 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Tom was late again this morning. This time he had some crow-and-bull story about having to take a woman with her
poodle to see a vet! 

A. had some crow-and-bull story about 

B. had some cow-and-bull story about 

C. had some goose-and-bull story about 

D. had some bird-and-bull story about 

E. had some cock-and-bull story about 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 8

"Given the patient\\'s symptoms, I would say he __________ has a serious infection." 

Which of these commonly misspelled words is the correct word and spelling for this sentence? 

A. defiantly 

B. definitively 

C. definitely 

D. definately 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

The success or failure of the whole experiment depends whole on the extent of trust and discipline managers and
employees place on themselves and their team. 
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A. the whole experiment depends whole on the extent 

B. the whole experiment depends wholly on the extent 

C. the wholly experiment depends wholly on the extent 

D. the wholly experiment depends whole on the extent 

E. the whole experiment depends more wholly on the extent 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

To remain unflustered through challenging situations, and work with tranquility and calm, to stay unruffled, smile and
radiate peace at the work place do not indeed seem like a mammoth task. 

A. peace at the work place indeed does not seem like a mammoth task. 

B. peace at the work place does not indeed seem like a mammoth task. 

C. peace at the work place does indeed seem not like a mammoth task. 

D. peace at the work place does indeed not seem like a mammoth task. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Work calmly with complete clarity devoid of negative outbursts seems like an enviable ideal. 

A. Work calmly with complete clarity devoid of negative 

B. Working calmly with complete clarity devoid of negative 

C. Worked calmly with complete clarity devoid of negative 

D. Works calmly with complete clarity devoid of negative 

E. To work calmly with complete clarity devoid of negative 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 12

Before we can come to a decision, we shall need to hear all the pros and cant\\'s of the matter. 

A. to hear all the pros and cant\\'s of the matter. 

B. to hear all the pros to cons of the matter. 
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C. to hear all the pros and cons of the matter. 

D. to hear all the pros of cons of the matter. 

E. to hear all the pros the cons of the matter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Whole-hearted participation from the employees is the only measure by which we can determine if the initiatives are
working. 

A. participation from the employees is an only measure by 

B. participation from the employees is the only measure by 

C. participation from the employees has the only measure by 

D. participation from the employees has only measure by 

E. participation from the employees were the only measure by 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Anger is often inevitable, yet what we deal with it can determine if it could result in disaster or yield a calm even positive
outcome. 

A. yet what we deal with it can determine if it could 

B. yet who we deal with it can determine if it could 

C. yet how we deal with it can determine if it could 

D. yet which we deal with it can determine if it could 

E. yet that we deal with it can determine if it could 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of these definitions best fits the word juxtaposition? 

A. A synonym for the word "diagonal." 

B. The act of moving an item from one place to another. 

C. A word describing the position of two objects placed together for the purpose of comparing or contrasting. 
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D. A word used to suggest that two items are similar in nature. 

Correct Answer: C 
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